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ON HILBERT-SPACE-VALUED H-STATISTICS*
M. L. PURI AND V. V. SAZONOV

(Submitted by Yu. V. Prokhorov)

In this note we show that an elementary argument similar to the one used in [1] for
real-valued U-statistics can be applied to Hilbert-space-valued U-statistics to obtain the rate
of convergence of their distributions to their Gaussian limits.

Let {Xi, _> 1} be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random vari-
ables with values in a measurable space (S,q), where S is a a-algebra. Let h(s,t) be a
function on S S with values in a separable Hilbert space H; h(s,t) is symmetric, i.e.,
h(s, t) h(t, s), s, t E S, and measurable in the sense that h-1 (E) E q ,q for any Borel set
E C H. We consider the U-statistic of degree 2, viz.,

(1) Un- h(Xi,Xj), n 1,2,...
l<-i<j<n

(the U-statistics of degree higher that 2 can be treated similarly).
Without loss of generality, let Eh(Xi,X2) 0, and assume that a2= E[h(X,X2)[2 <

cx). Let g(x) E(h(X,X2)[X --x), denote by V the covariance operator corresponding
to g(Xl), i.e., the operator defined by (Vx, y) E(g(X1), x)(g(X), y), and let a _>_ a22 =>
be the eigenvalues of V. Furthermore, let Y be a Gaussian random variable with zero mean
and covariance operator V, and let Br(a) {x H: Ix- a[ < r}.

Then, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM. For all n >_ 1, a H, r >= O,

An(a,r) [P((ni/2/2)Un e Br(a)) P(Y St(a))[

(2)

(1 +

wher
I], in ddition, EIh(X,X)l < /’or positive integer

_
2, then

(3)

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that a6 0 and EIg(X1)31 < o. Put

(4)
n

l_i(jSn
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the projection of Un. Letting Vn nl/2Un/2 and , nl/2n/2, we can write

+ [P(n Br(a)) P(Y Br(a))[ An,(a,r)+ An2(a,r).

Observe now that, for any e > 0, q > 0,

a.,(, r) IP(v. e Br(a), , Br(a)) P(n e Br(a), Vn Br(a))

.=(.. r ) + .=(.., + ) + (Y e B.+.(a)kB.-.(.)) + -EIV.
where Br-e (a) if > r. Thus

3

()
i=1

where rl r- e, r2 r, r3 r + e. By [2], we have

i=1

and, by [3, p. S4],

(7) P(Y
rthermore, it is ey to check that

2(8)

and, for any, i, j, k, 7 j 7 k,

E(h(X,Xj ), g(Xi)) 2

(9)

(10)

E(h(X,X.),h(X,Xk)) E[E(h(X,,X),h(X,Xk)) X,]
A simple straightforward calculation using (8) and (9) gives

EIV. P.I= 2-’(n- 1)- (EIh(X,,X2)[ 2 2a2).
Combining (5)-(7), (10) and putting

(Elh(X ,X=)l = + il)_t)x/3,
we obtain (2).

For an integer p _> 2, the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.1 in [1] applied to

li<jsn li<jn

where H(Xi,Xj) h(Xi,Xj) g(Xi) g(Xj), gives

(11) ly. .1= o(--).

Combining (5)-(7), (11) and putting e n-p/(2p+), we obtain (3).
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An obvious consequence of the above theorem is that if Ig(X1)l has moments of all orders,
then

An(a,r --O(n-1/2+6)
for any 6 > 0.
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INTEGRALS WITH RESPECT TO RANDOM MEASURES AND
RANDOM LINEAR FUNCTIONALS*

v. N. RADCHENKO

(Translated by V. Paulauskas)

Let X be a compact Hausdorff topological space, a Borel a-algebra of X, and 0
some algebra of subsets of X generating B. Denote by B(X) the space of real measurable
and bounded functions and by C(X) the space of real continuous functions on X. For f in
S(X) or C(X) let

II$11- up

DEFINITION 1. By a random measure # defined on (or on 0) we mean a collection
of random variables (#(A), A E B} (A E !B0, respectively) such that

1) #(A U B) #(A) + #(B) a.s. for any A, S in

2) #(An)P--*O for An, n => 1, in !B (or B0), An
We shall prove the following fact about the extension of a random measure.
THEOREM 1. A random measure # defined on o can be extended to a random measure

defined on B if and only if the ]ollowing relation holds for any sequence of pairwise disjoint
sets An 0:
(1) lim sup P(I#(An)I __> c} -0.

Proof. The necessity of (1) is obvious. Let us proof the sufficiency.
It is well known that the space of random variables with the topology of convergence in

probability is complete and metrizable. Therefore according to [1, Thm. 9.2] it is sufficient

to show that (An)P-- 0 for any disjoint An o. Consider such An.
From [2, Chap. 5, Lemma 4.3 c)] it follows that, for any ck, Ickl 1, and N, c E R,

P ck#(Ak) _-> c __< 8 max P k#(A) => c/8
k-1

,kk--=t=l
k----1

Taking the sets Uk: = Ak and Uk: =- Ak we can ascertain that

P Z ck#(Ak) => c _<_ 8 sup
k--1 A,BEo
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